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 Power chords used

 D5 - X57XXX
 E5 - X79XXX
 G5 - X-10-12-XXX
 C5 - X35XXX

 Since this whole song is played with power
 chords, I wont write any tabs. Just dots 
 marking a hit on the present chord.

 
D5 E5 D5 E5 G5 C5
           

[Intro]

e|--------------|
B|--------------|
G|--------------|
D|--------------|
A|-------3------|
E|-0-3/5---5-0*-|

 * - This note is played when the guitar 
     comes in, so you can t play it if
     you re playing guitar and want to
     play the intro as well.

[Intro]

D5 E5 D5 E5

[Verse 1]

 C5
 *
 Revin  up your engine
 Listen to the howlin  roar
 metal under tension 



 Begin you to touch and go

 D5               E5
 *             * /**   * * * * ** * *  
 Highway to the danger zone
 D5             E5
 *              * 
 Ride in to the danger zone

 Headin  into twilight
 Spreadin  out hear wings tonight
 She s got you jumpin  off the deck
 Showin  into overdrive

 Highway to the danger zone
 I ll take right into the danger zone

       D5 
       *
 Never say hello to you 
                          C5
                          *
 Until you ve got it on a red line overload
       D5
       *
 Never know what you can do 
                        C5
                        *
 Until you get it up as high as you can go
 
            D5 E5                D5 E5            G5   C5
            * /** * * * * ** * * * /** * * * * ** * *  *
            D5 E5                D5 E5           

[Intro]

 Out along the edges 
 Always where I ve burned to be
 The further on the edge 
 The hotter the intensity

 Highway to the danger zone
 Gonna take you right into the danger zone
 Highway to the danger zone
 Ride into the the danger zone

[Bridge]

 Highway to the danger zone
 Gonna take you right into the danger zone
 Highway to the danger zone
 Right into the danger zone



 fade
 
 Questions? Mail me.

************************************

| /  Slide up

************************************


